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Abstract
The image signal processing pipeline (ISP) is a core ele-
ment of digital cameras to capture high-quality displayable
images from raw data. In high dynamic range (HDR) imag-
ing, ISPs include steps like demosaicing of raw color filter
array (CFA) data at different exposure times, alignment of
the exposures, conversion to HDR domain, and exposure
merging into an HDR image. Traditionally, such pipelines
are built by cascading algorithms addressing the individ-
ual subtasks. However, cascaded designs suffer from error
propagations since simply combining multiple processing
steps is not necessarily optimal for the entire imaging task.
This paper proposes a multi-exposure high dynamic
range image signal processing pipeline (Merging-ISP) to
jointly solve all subtasks for HDR imaging. Our pipeline
is modeled by a deep neural network architecture. As
such, it is end-to-end trainable, circumvents the use of
complex, hand-crafted algorithms in its core, and miti-
gates error propagation. Merging-ISP enables direct recon-
structions of HDR images from multiple differently exposed
raw CFA images captured from dynamic scenes. We com-
pared Merging-ISP against different alternative cascaded
pipelines. End-to-end learning leads to HDR reconstruc-
tions of high perceptual quality and quantitatively outper-
forms competing ISPs by more than 1 dB in terms of PSNR.
1. Introduction
Creating displayable images of high perceptual quality
from raw sensor data is the core of computational photog-
raphy. In that sense, the image signal processing pipeline
(ISP) is a central element of virtually each digital camera.
This particularly applies to all kind of commodity devices
like cellphone cameras, where computation needs to over-
come inadequacies of sensors or optical components. Over-
all, the goal is to capture high-resolution and artifact-free
photographs with high dynamic intensity ranges before stor-
ing, displaying, or further editing them.
Digital camera ISPs comprise cascades of processing
steps that are attributable to different areas of computer vi-
sion. The initial steps address the low-level reconstruction
of images, typically in the form of full RGB data, from raw
data and encompasses demosaicing, denoising, or deblur-
ring. Specifically, demosaicing [15] is used to capture RGB
images using a color filter array (CFA) restricting the sen-
sitivity of each pixel to single spectral component. Later
pipeline stages include high-level enhancement. Here, high
dynamic range (HDR) imaging [9, 24, 33] is a general con-
cept to obtain images with increased intensity ranges. A
popular and cost-effective approach enhances the dynamic
range by merging multiple low dynamic range (LDR) im-
ages captured sequentially with different exposure times
[29]. In the general use-case of dynamic scenes, such multi-
exposure techniques necessitate the alignment of the differ-
ent exposures as additional intermediate processing step.
Traditionally, all aforementioned tasks are well re-
searched independently. Suitable techniques are then cas-
caded to form the ISP. The selection of appropriate methods
is often driven by the needs for low computational burdens
to efficiently deploy them on consumer cameras. It is in the
very nature of such a design that the resulting ISP is not nec-
essarily optimal. In particular, the overall processing suffers
from error propagation from each stage into its successive
one [6]. For instance, early demosaicing artifacts might be
amplified by image sharpening or misalignments of differ-
ent exposures can impede HDR content.
Solving all processing tasks jointly is a principal ap-
proach to overcome such error propagations. This can be
achieved by formulating the ISP output as solution of a reg-
ularized inverse problem [6]. The individual steps in the
pipeline are modeled by a joint operator and signal process-
ing is accomplished via non-linear optimization. While this
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(a) Raw inputs
(b) Demosaicing [20] + patch-based HDR [24] (c) Demosaicing [12] + learning-based HDR [33]
(d) Our Merging-ISP using end-to-end learning (e) Ground truth
Figure 1: We propose a camera image signal processing pipeline (ISP) using deep neural networks to directly merge multi-
exposure Bayer color filter array data of low dynamic range (LDR) (a) into a high dynamic range (HDR) image (d). Cas-
cading state-of-the-art methods for the required elementary operations leads to error propagation. For instance, demosaicing
followed by alignment and HDR merging suffer from error propagation effects like color distortions in undersaturated regions
in (b) or noise amplification in (c). In contrast, our end-to-end learning avoids error propagation in the pipeline.
can yield globally optimal solutions under a given joint op-
erator, e.g. in a least-squares sense, the required analytical
modelling for real cameras is overly complex. Also mod-
elling errors due to simplifications lead to similar effects
as error propagations. End-to-end learning of the entire
pipeline via deep neural networks avoids the need for ana-
lytical modeling. Recent attempts in that area coupled low-
level tasks like denoising and demosaicing with high-level
tasks such as contrast adjustment in deep networks [23].
However, such methods consider single-exposure data only.
Therefore, different to merging multi-exposure data, they
can only hallucinate HDR content. For instance, single-
exposure methods often fail in scenes with highly over-
saturated regions while multi-exposure HDR techniques
provide reliable content [33]. Aligning multiple exposures
captured sequentially from dynamic scenes is, however, a
challenging problem due to inevitable occlusions and vary-
ing image brightness. This is particularly the case when
using raw CFA data as a starting point for this alignment
preventing the use of standard optical flow methods.
This paper proposes a multi-exposure high dynamic
range image signal processing pipeline (Merging-ISP) us-
ing a deep neural network architecture and end-to-end
learning of its processing steps. Our method directly maps
raw CFA data captured sequentially with multiple expo-
sure times to a single HDR image, see Fig. 1. Contrary
to related works [23, 33], it jointly learns the alignment of
multi-exposure data in case of dynamic scenes along with
low-level and high-level processing tasks. As such, our
Merging-ISP avoids common error propagation effects like
demosaicing artifacts, color distortions, or image alignment
errors amplified by HDR merging. Such accumulated errors
can appear when simply cascading state-of-the-art solutions
for the individual processing steps (cf. Fig. 1b and 1c)
2. Related Work
In this section, we review the state-of-the-art to form a
camera ISP for HDR imaging. Overall, we group involved
processing stages into two different modules: 1) low-level
processing aiming at image reconstruction on a pixel-level
of CFA data to form full color images, and 2) high-level
processing focusing on the recovery of HDR content from
LDR observations. Our method follows this modular design
but couples all stages by end-to-end learning.
Low-level vision. The low-level stages comprise tasks
like demosaicing of CFA data, defect pixel interpolation,
denoising, deblurring, or super-resolution, among others.
Classical pipelines employ isotropic filters (e.g., linear in-
terpolation of missing CFA pixels or linear smoothing to
denoise) for these purposes. Edge-adaptive techniques
[20, 30] can avoid blurring or zippering artifacts of such
non-adaptive filtering. Another branch of research ap-
proaches image reconstruction from the perspective of regu-
larized inverse problems with suitable image priors [11, 21].
These methods are, however, based on hand-crafted models.
Also simply cascading them leads to accumulated errors.
Later, deep learning advanced the state-of-the-art by var-
ious neural network architectures, e.g. in denoising [34], de-
mosaicing [26], deblurring [27], or super-resolution [14].
Deep neural networks enable image reconstructions under
non-linear, data-driven models. Using generative adversar-
ial networks (GANs) [13, 32] or loss functions based on
deep features [31] instead of hand-crafted losses (e.g., mean
squared error) also allow to optimize such methods with re-
gard to high perceptual image quality. It also forms the base
for end-to-end learning of pipelines like demosaicing cou-
pled with subsequent denoising [2, 12] or super-resolution
[35] in multi-task networks. In contrast to cascading these
steps, this can avoid error propagation. In this paper, we
extend this design principle by incorporating high-level vi-
sion, namely HDR reconstruction, in such architectures.
High-level vision. Most high-level tasks focus on global
operations like color correction or contrast enhancement. In
this work, we are interested in capturing HDR data. This
can be done in single shots using special imaging technolo-
gies, e.g. beam splitter [28] or coded images [25], but such
techniques are not readily available for consumer cameras
due to cost or size constraints. There are also methods to es-
timate HDR data from single LDR acquisitions, e.g. using
a convolution neural network (CNN) [4]. However, such
approaches can only hallucinate the desired HDR image.
In principle, HDR data can be obtained by merging an
input stack of LDR images acquired sequentially with dif-
ferent exposure times. However, in case of camera or object
motion, simple merging produces ghosting artifacts. Dy-
namic scenes can be handled in two stages: 1) aligning all
exposures [8, 29], and 2) merging them into an HDR image.
However, multi-exposure alignment is a challenging prob-
lem especially in case of large object motion or occlusions.
Recently, joint alignment and merging have been stud-
ied. Patch based systems [7, 24] fill missing under/over-
exposed pixels in a reference exposure image using the re-
maining exposures. Recent advances in deep learning en-
able merging with suppression of ghosting artifacts caused
by error-prone alignment algorithms like optical flow [17].
In [9], Kalantari and Ramamoorthi have proposed a CNN
for robust merging. Wu et al. [33] have proposed to tackle
multi-exposure HDR imaging as an image translation prob-
lem. Their method uses a U-Net that involves the align-
ment step as part of its learning process. However, exist-
ing patch-based or learning-based methods necessitate full
RGB inputs and cannot handle raw CFA data directly. With
Merging-ISP, we aim at direct HDR reconstruction from
multiple raw images.
End-to-end coupling of low-level and high-level vision.
Several attempts have been made to couple low-level and
high-level vision in an end-to-end manner. FlexISP [6] is
a popular model-based approach to handle different sen-
sors with their pixel layouts and noise models, processing
tasks, and priors on natural images in a unified optimiza-
tion framework. However, FlexISP and related approaches
require analytical modeling of a given imaging system as
inverse problem, which can become complex.
Data-driven approaches learn an ISP from example data
and circumvent this effort. The DeepISP as proposed by
Schwartz et al. [23] enables direct mappings from low-light
raw data to color corrected and contrast enhanced images.
Ratnasingam [22] have combined defect pixel interpolation,
demosaicing, denoising, white balancing, exposure correc-
tion, and contrast enhancement using a single CNN. In
contrast to monolithic networks, CameraNet introduced by
Liang et al. [16] comprises separate modules for these low-
level reconstruction and high-level enhancement tasks.
These frameworks are closely related to our proposed
method but did not consider the reconstruction of HDR con-
tent. Our Merging-ISP uses multi-exposure data captured in
burst mode for true HDR reconstruction rather than halluci-
nating such content from single images.
3. Proposed Merging-ISP Framework
In this section, we introduce our Merging-ISP. The
input to our pipeline is a stack of M raw images
Yi ∈ RNx×Ny×3, i = 1, . . . ,M captured with a known
CFA (e.g., Bayer pattern) at different exposure levels with
ascending exposure times. We consider the challenging sit-
uation of burst imaging of dynamic scenes, where the raw
images are not aligned due to camera and/or object motion.
We aim at learning a mapping:
X = f(Y1, . . . ,YM ) , (1)
whereX ∈ RNx×Ny×3 is the target HDR image. The map-
ping f(Y) = (f1 f2 . . . fK)(Y) represents a camera
ISP comprising K successive processing stages fj(Y). In
contrast to cascading hand-crafted algorithms, we learn the
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Figure 2: Our overall Merging-ISP architecture. The model consists of Reconstruction-Subnets for feature extraction, a
domain conversion operator, and a Fusion-Subnet for predicting the final HDR image. The Reconstruction-Subnets (orange
block) map the raw CFA inputs into an intermediate feature space using non-linear skip connection blocks. The domain
conversion operator converts intermediate LDR features to HDR domain. The Fusion-Subnet uses a series of convolutional
layers to convert the channel-wise concatenated features from the previous stage into one HDR image.
entire pipeline including the alignment of different expo-
sures for dynamic scenes in an end-to-end manner.
3.1. Network Architecture
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed architecture and com-
prises three modules: parallel Reconstruction-Subnets to re-
store intermediate features from input CFA data for each
exposure, domain conversion to transfer these features to
HDR domain, and the Fusion-Subnet estimating the final
output image from the feature space.
Reconstruction-Subnet. Each raw CFA image is fed into
one Reconstruction-Subnet, which consists of three funda-
mental stages as depicted in Fig. 2. The first stage is a single
convolutional layer with 64 filters of size 5 × 5. The sec-
ond stage is composed of N = 3 non-linear blocks, which
are connected via skip connections. Each block consists of
a parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU) activation func-
tion followed by a convolutional layer with 64 filters of size
3× 3. This is followed by a single convolution layer with 3
filters of size 1×1 and sigmoid activation. We use reflective
padding for all convolutions to obtain a 3-channel feature
volume Zi with the same size as the raw CFA input. The
different Zi’s can be interpreted as demosaiced versions of
the inputs but are encoded in an intermediate feature space.
Domain conversion. The Reconstruction-Subnet features
are defined in the LDR domain, while subsequent exposure
merging needs to consider HDR information. To this end,
we integrate domain conversion as an intermediate stage.
Following the notion of precision learning [18], we pro-
pose to formulate domain conversion using known opera-
tors. Since such existing operators are well understood, this
can greatly reduce the number of trainable parameters and
maximum error bounds of model training and thus the learn-
ing burden. Using the Reconstruction-Subnet feature vol-
ume Zi obtained from the ith exposure Yi and the conver-
sion rule proposed in [9], the corresponding feature volume
ZHi in the HDR domain is computed element-wise:
ZHi,jkl =
Zi,jkl
γ
ti
, (2)
where ti is the exposure time and γ = 2.2.
Fusion-Subnet. This is the high-level stage of our
pipeline reconstructing HDR images. We construct its in-
put by channel-wise concatenating LDR and HDR features
as Ui = concat(Zi,ZHi ) for each exposure. Given M ex-
posures and 3-channel images, we obtain theNx×Ny×6M
volume U = concat(U1, . . . ,UM ). Similar to [9], where
such a concatenation is performed in image space, our com-
bined feature space facilitates the detection and removal of
outliers like oversaturations. The channels of this feature
volume are then aligned towards one reference exposure to
compensate for motion in dynamic scenes. In addition, the
features are fused into the output HDR imageX. Both tasks
are solved jointly and learned end-to-end.
In our pipeline, we adopt the CNN proposed in [9] for
alignment and fusion. Overall, it comprises four convolu-
tional layers with decreasing receptive fields of 7×7 for 100
filters in the first layer to 1× 1 for 3 filters in the last layer.
The input layer and hidden layers use rectified linear unit
(ReLU) activation, while the output layer uses sigmoid acti-
vation to obtain linear-domain HDR data. Each convolution
uses reflective padding to preserve the spatial dimensions.
3.2. Loss Function
While our proposed ISP provides predictions in a linear
domain, HDR images are usually displayed after tonemap-
ping. Hence, to train our model, we compute the loss on
tonemapped HDR predictions. For tone mapping, we use
the µ-law [9] defined as:
T (X) =
log(1 + µX)
log(1 + µ)
. (3)
Here, µ is a hyperparameter controlling the level of com-
pression andX is an estimated HDR image in linear domain
as inferred by Fusion-Subnet. We set µ = 5 · 103.
This differentiable tonemapping allows to formulate loss
functions either on the basis of pixel-wise or perceptual
measures [31]. In this paper, the overall loss function is
defined pixel-wise using the L2 norm:
L(X˜,X) = ∣∣∣∣T (X˜)− T (X)∣∣∣∣2
2
, (4)
where X˜ denotes a ground truth image and T (X˜) is its
tonemapped version.
4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Datasets
Training our deep neural network architecture requires
input CFA images captured with different exposure times
and corresponding ground truth HDR images. Due to the
lack of large databases, we use the HDR dataset collected
by Kalantari et al. [9]. This dataset consists of 89 dynamic
scenes comprising ground truth HDR images and real cap-
tured LDR images. Overall, 74 scenes are used for train-
ing or validation and the remaining 15 scenes are used for
testing. Each scene contains three bracketed exposure im-
ages. Scene motion between different exposures is related
to movements of human subjects (e.g. head or hand mo-
tion). To obtain raw CFA data, we simulate the commonly
used Bayer pattern on the provided LDR images. For test-
ing, we additionally use the real-word dataset provided by
Sen et al. [24]. Please refer to our supplementary material
for additional qualitative results on our test sets.
4.2. Training
Out of the 74 training scenes, we use 4 scenes to vali-
date our model w. r. t. the loss function (Eqn. 4). Random
flipping (left-right and up-down) and rotation by 90◦ of the
images is performed to augment the training set from 70 to
350 scenes. Since training on full images has a high mem-
ory footprint, we extract 210,000 non-overlapping patches
of size 50 × 50 pixels1 using a stride of 50. The network
weights are initialized using Xavier methods [5] and train-
ing is done using Adam optimization [10] for 50 epochs
with a constant learning rate of 0.0001 and batches of size
32. During each epoch, all batches are randomly shuffled.
We implemented our method in Tensorflow [1] with a
NVIDIA GeForce 1080 Ti GPU. The training of the entire
network takes roughly 18 hours. The prediction of one HDR
image from three input CFA images with a resolution of
1500× 1000 pixels takes 1.1 seconds.
4.3. Comparisons with State-of-the-Art
We compare our proposed Merging-ISP with several ISP
variants that comprise different state-of-the-art demosaic-
ing, denoising, image alignment, HDR merging, and tone
mapping techniques. In terms of low-level vision methods,
we evaluate directional filtering based demosaicing [20] and
deep joint demosaicing and denoising [12]. For the high-
level stages, we use single-exposure HDR [4], patch-based
HDR [24], and learning-based HDR with a U-net [33]. We
use the publicly available source codes for all methods.
We conduct our benchmark by calculating PSNR and
SSIM of the ISP outputs against ground truth HDR data.
In addition to pixel-based measures, we use HDR-VDP-2
[19] that expresses mean opinion scores based on the prob-
ability that a human observer notices differences between
ground truths and predictions. HDR-VDP-2 is evaluated as-
suming 24 inches displays and 0.5 m viewing distance. For
fair qualitative comparisons, we show all outputs using the
Durand tonemapping operator with γ = 2.2 [3].
Comparison against cascaded ISPs. First, we compare
our Merging-ISP to several baseline approaches. Since, to
the best of our knowledge, there are no related methods for
direct reconstruction of HDR images from multiple CFA
images, we compare Merging-ISP to the conventional de-
sign principle of cascading existing algorithms for the re-
quired tasks. Specifically, we combine different demosaic-
ing/denoising methods with HDR merging approaches.
1Validation and testing is performed on the full sized image resolution
of 1500× 1000 pixels for each scene.
(a) Raw inputs
(b) Demosaicing [20] +
patch-based HDR [24]
(c) Demosaicing [12] +
learning-based HDR [33]
(d) Merging-ISP (e) Ground truth
Figure 3: Comparison of our Merging-ISP against differ-
ent baseline ISPs formed by cascading state-of-the-art de-
mosaicing [12, 20] and multi-exposure HDR reconstruction
methods [24, 33]. The cascaded methods shown in (b) and
(c) suffer from error propagations like demosaicing artifacts
that lead to residual noise in the final output. In contrast,
Merging-ISP shown in (d) avoids noise amplifications.
In Tab. 1, we report the mean PSNR, SSIM, and HDR-
VDP-2 measures of the proposed method and several com-
peting ISPs in the tonemapped domain on 15 scenes of the
Kalantari test set [9]. We found that Merging-ISP consis-
tently outperforms the cascaded ISPs by a large margin. We
compare on a test scene from Kalantari’s dataset in Fig. 3.
Here, Merging-ISP provides HDR content of high percep-
tual quality, while the cascades suffer from error propaga-
tion. For example, even with the integration of state-of-
the-art demosaicing/denoising methods like [12], the cas-
caded design lead to noise breakthroughs. We also compare
a challenging real raw scene from Sen et al. [24] where the
patch is underexposed across all inputs. Single-exposure
HDR [4] simply fails because it does not consider multiple
exposures, while patch-based HDR [24], cannot find corre-
sponding patches in the high exposure (Fig. 5b and 5c).
Joint alignment and merging [33] focuses on large scale
foreground motion and saturated region thereby failing in
underexposed inputs Fig. 5d.
PSNR SSIM HDR-
VDP-2
Demosaicing [12] +
single-exposure HDR [4]
15.73 0.6979 51.07
Demosaicing [20] +
patch-based HDR [24]
28.55 0.9632 62.22
Demosaicing [12] +
learning-based HDR [33]
41.69 0.9944 65.05
Proposed Merging-ISP 42.88 0.9948 65.30
Table 1: Comparison of our Merging-ISP to several baseline
ISPs by cascading state-of-the-art demosaicing [20, 12],
multi-exposure HDR [24, 33], and single-exposure HDR
reconstruction methods [4]. We report the mean PSNR,
SSIM, and HDR-VDP-2 of the final HDR images in the
tonemapped domain using the Kalantari test set [9].
Comparison against single-exposure HDR imaging. In
Fig. 4, we compare our multi-exposure approach against a
recent deep learning method for single-exposure HDR re-
construction [4]. For fair comparisons, we demosaic the
reference exposure raw image using the method in [12] and
feed the preprocessed image into the HDR reconstruction
developed in [4]. Overall, a single-exposure approach does
not require alignments of multiple exposures in dynamic
scenes. However, it fails to recover reliable color informa-
tion, e.g. in high saturated regions, as depicted in Fig. 4b.
Merging-ISP in Fig. 4c exploits multiple exposure inputs
and avoids such color distortions.
4.4. Ablation Study
We investigate the influence of different design choices
of our Merging-ISP in an ablation study. To this end, we
develop and compare several variants of this pipeline.
Learning subtasks separately vs. end-to-end learning.
Our method can be trained in an end-to-end fashion. To
evaluate this merit, we also trained the different subsets
included in the ISP separately. To this end, we train the
Reconstruction-Subnet for the task of demosaicing and the
Fusion-Subnet for merging demosaiced images provided by
the Reconstruction-Subnet without considering their mis-
alignments. For the necessary alignment of the exposures,
the optical flow algorithm of Liu [17] is used in two vari-
ants: optical flow alignment can be either done on raw in-
put data (referred to as pre-align cascaded Merging-ISP)
or on the Reconstruction-Subnet prediction (referred to as
post-align cascaded Merging-ISP).
Figure 6a and 6b depict both variants on one example
image patch with non-rigid motion. For two reasons, both
(a) Reference exposure raw input (b) Demosaicing [12] +
single-exposure HDR [4]
(c) Merging-ISP (d) Ground truth
Figure 4: Comparison of our Merging-ISP that facilitates multi-exposure HDR imaging against state-of-the-art single-
exposure reconstruction [4] (cascaded with demosaicing [12]). In contrast to single-exposure methods, the proposed method
exploits multiple exposures to recover high-quality HDR content without color distortions.
(a) Raw inputs
(b) Demosaicing [12] + single-exposure HDR [4] (c) Demosaicing [12] + patch-based HDR [24]
(d) Demosaicing [12] + learning-based HDR [33] (e) Merging-ISP
Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of competing cascading ISPs on a challenging scene from the dataset by Sen et al. [24]
without ground truth.
(a) Pre-align cascaded
Merging-ISP
(b) Post-align cascaded
Merging-ISP
(c) Pre-align end-to-end
Merging-ISP
(d) Proposed Merging-ISP (e) Ground truth
Figure 6: Comparisons of different pipeline variants in an ablation study. Cascading separately trained Reconstruction- and
Fusion-Subnets with optical flow based alignment (pre-align and post-align cascaded Merging-ISP) leads to accumulated
ghosting artifacts related to misalignments. End-to-end learning both networks but replacing the alignment provided by
Fusion-Subnet with optical flow (pre-align end-to-end Merging-ISP) leads to similar artifacts.
PSNR SSIM HDR-
VDP-2
Pre-align
cascaded Merging-ISP 41.16 0.9923 64.71
Post-align
cascaded Merging-ISP 42.03 0.9937 65.09
Pre-align
end-to-end Merging-ISP 42.56 0.9945 64.84
Proposed Merging-ISP 42.88 0.9948 65.30
Table 2: Ablation study on the Kalantari data [9]. We com-
pare Merging-ISP against cascading both, Reconstruction-
and Fusion-Subnet, with optical flow alignment [17] before
and after the reconstruction (pre- and post-align cascaded
Merging-ISP). We also evaluate Merging-ISP with optical
flow alignment (pre-align and end-to-end Merging-ISP) in-
stead of learning the alignment in the Fusion-Subnet.
cascaded architectures cause inaccurate optical flow estima-
tions. First, accurate optical flow estimation on raw data is
hard to achieve. Second, varying exposure times lead to
a violation of the brightness constancy assumption of opti-
cal flow. An inaccurate optical flow is noticeable by ghost-
ing artifacts in the HDR images. The proposed ISP shows
higher robustness and reconstructs HDR data with less arti-
facts as depicted in Fig. 6d. Table 2 compares the pipelines
quantitatively on the Kalantari test set [9]. Overall, the pro-
posed method leads to reconstructions with high fidelity to
the ground truth as expressed by PSNR, SSIM, and HDR-
VDP-2.
Pre-aligning exposures vs. no alignment. The Fusion-
Subnet in the proposed method is trained to jointly align and
merge a feature volume associated with multiple exposure
data into an HDR image. We compare the joint approach to
a different variant that employs optical flow alignment on
its input (referred to as pre-align Merging-ISP).
Figure 6c and 6d compares our Merging-ISP with and
without such pre-alignments. It is interesting to note that
pre-alignment can cause artifacts that are difficult to com-
pensate in the subsequent ISP processing. Handling align-
ment, low-level, and high-level tasks simultaneously fea-
tures higher robustness and does not suffer from such ac-
cumulated errors. In our benchmark in Tab. 2, we observe
that a simultaneous solution of all subtasks by Merging-ISP
without using hand-crafted optical flow algorithms leads to
higher quantitative image quality.
5. Conclusion
We proposed an effective deep neural network architec-
ture named Merging-ISP for multi-exposure HDR imag-
ing of dynamic scenes. The proposed method outperforms
the conventional approach of cascading different methods
for image demosaicing, LDR to HDR conversion, expo-
sure alignment, and merging both qualitatively and quan-
titatively. Our joint method avoids error propagations that
typically appear in a cascaded camera ISP. The proposed
Merging-ISP is also robust compared to state-of-the-art
single-exposure HDR reconstruction in terms of obtaining
HDR content. It avoids hand-crafted prepossessing steps
like optical flow alignment of multiple exposures for merg-
ing in case of dynamic scenes.
In our future work, we aim at fine-tuning our architec-
ture for additional ISP subtasks like denoising or sharpen-
ing. We also to plan to deploy and evaluate our method for
HDR vision applications.
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